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Flat manifold leptogenesis in the supersymmetric standard model
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Flat manifold leptogenesis in the manner of Affleck and Dine is investigated with the slepton and Higgs

fields, L̃, Hu , Hd , in the supersymmetric standard model. The multidimensional motion of these scalar fields

is realized in the case that theL̃Hu andHuHd directions are comparably flat with the relevant nonrenormal-
izable superpotential terms. Soon after inflation, lepton number asymmetry appears to fluctuate due to this
multidimensional motion involving certainCP violating phases. Then, it is fixed to some significant nonzero
value for the successful baryogenesis when the scalar fields begin to oscillate with rotating phases driven by the

quartic coupling from the superpotential termh̄eLHdec with h̄e;1025–1023. The Hubble parameterHosc at
this epoch for the completion of leptogenesis is much larger than the gravitino massm3/2;103 GeV. The
thermal terms may even play a cooperative role in this scenario of early leptogenesis. The lightest neutrino
mass can bemn1

;1024 eV, if the reheating temperature is allowed to beTR;1010 GeV.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.66.035006 PACS number~s!: 12.60.Jv
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Affleck-Dine~AD! mechanism@1,2# is well known as
one of the promising candidates to explain the long-stand
cosmological problem, baryogenesis, in supersymme
models. Particularly, theL̃Hu flat direction has been invest
gated extensively for leptogenesis in the supersymme
standard model, where the generated lepton number as
metry is converted with a significant fraction to the bary
number asymmetry through the anomalous electroweak
cess@2–5#. In this L̃Hu case, there appears an interesti
relation between the baryon number asymmetry and the
trino masses through the superpotential term (LHu)(LHu). It
should be noticed here that the (HuHd)(HuHd) term is im-
plicitly assumed to be larger than the (LHu)(LHu) term.
Otherwise, theHuHd would be the flattest direction withou
producing the lepton number asymmetry.

In this paper, we reexamine leptogenesis in the manne
Affleck and Dine in the supersymmetric standard model
considering the new possibility that a flat manifold is form
for the L̃, Hu, andHd fields with comparable (LHu)(LHu)
and (HuHd)(HuHd) terms. This comparability seems to b
plausible if these nonrenormalizable terms stem from
physics at the Planck scale. It has been observed recen
an extension of the supersymmetric standard model wit
Higgs triplet that the multidimensional motion can really
realized for the scalar fields on a flat manifold@6#. In the
multidimensional motion on the flat manifold, nonconserv
tion of certain particle numbers with effectiveCP violation
may be available from some potential terms with differe
dependences on the scalar field phases. Then, soon aft
flation the fluctuating motion of the scalar fields appears
to the effects of these potential terms, and the particle n
ber asymmetries such as theB2L asymmetry are generate
varying in time. We will show in the text that this sort o
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phenomenon indeed occurs for the flat manifold leptogen

with the scalar fieldsL̃, Hu , andHd in the supersymmetric
standard model. It is the novel point in the present scen
that the lepton number asymmetry fluctuating after the in
tion is fixed to some significant nonzero value due to

effect of the superpotential termh̄eLHdec. While the quartic

term h̄e
2uL̃Hdu2 is safely small during the inflation withh̄e

;1025–1023, it in turn provides the driving force for the
scalar fields to oscillate with rotating phases at some ep
after the inflation. The Hubble parameterHosc at this epoch

of the onset of oscillation by theh̄e quartic term can be much
larger than the gravitino massm3/2;103 GeV. The leptoge-
nesis is completed in this quite early epoch withH;Hosc,
which may even be before the thermal terms@4,5,7# become
significant. Hence this flat manifold leptogenesis is not
stricted by the physics at the electroweak scale such as
low-energy supersymmetry breaking terms. This is in sali
contrast to the conventional flat direction leptogenesis.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the relev
part of the supersymmetric standard model is presented
the flat manifold leptogenesis. In Sec. III, the mechanism
flat manifold leptogenesis is described following the resp
tive epochs starting with the inflation, and the resultant le
ton number asymmetry is estimated specifically related to
lightest neutrino mass. In Sec. IV, the thermal effects
discussed to show that they do not alter essentially
present scenario for leptogenesis. In Sec. V, detailed num
cal calculations are made to confirm the multidimensio
motion of the scalar fields, and the reasonable param
range for the sufficient leptogenesis is identified. Section
is finally devoted to the conclusion of this investigation f
the flat manifold leptogenesis.

II. MODEL

We investigate the supersymmetric standard model
cluding the nonrenormalizable superpotential terms,
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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Wnon5
lŁi

2M
~LiHu!~LiHu!1

lH

2M
~HuHd!~HuHd!, ~1!

whereM represents some very large mass scale such as
Planck scale, and the suitable basis is chosen for the rele
fields to give the positive and diagonallŁi

and positivelH .

TheR-parity violating terms (LiHu)(HuHd) are not included
for simplicity. These terms do not alter the present lepto
nesis scenario if they are not significantly large compared
Wnon. We here assume the condition on the terms inWnon,

lH;lŁ1
!lŁ2

,lŁ3
. ~2!

Then, the flat manifold for leptogenesis is formed with t
L̃1 , Hu , andHd fields. The lepton doubletL1 includes the
lightest neutrinon1 with a mass

mn1
5lŁ1

^Hu&
2

M
;1026 eVS 1019 GeV

M /lŁ1
D , ~3!

where A^Hu&
21^Hd&

25174 GeV with ^Hu&/^Hd&[ tanb.
The comparability oflŁ1

and lH would be understood by
considering that these nonrenormalizable terms stem f
the physics at the Planck scale. On the other hand, as
cated from the solar and atmospheric neutrino puzzles,
other two neutrino masses are probably around 1022 eV, ap-
parently requiringlŁ2

,lŁ3
;104(M /1019 GeV). Such large

couplings may be obtained effectively aslŁ2
,lŁ3

;lŁ1
(M /M nc) by the so-called seesaw mechanism w

heavy right-handed neutrinos at an intermediate scaleM nc

!M @8#. The see-saw contribution tolŁ1
/M should, how-

ever, be suppressed sufficiently for the successful leptog
esis.

The superpotential terms relevant for the flat manifo
leptogenesis are given by

W5~he! i j L iHdej
c1mHuHd1Wnon. ~4!

The F terms except for the contributions ofWnon are then
calculated as

FLi
5~he! i j Hdej

c , Fe
j
c5~he! i j L iHd ,

~5!
FHu

5mHd , FHd
5~he! i j L iej

c1mHu .

Among the slepton fields, only the sneutrinoñ1 in L̃1 asso-
ciated with the lightest neutrino is considered to develo
very large coherent field value during the inflation, accord
to condition~2!. Then, it is usually supposed that theñ1 and
Hd

0 are incompatible for the flat directions due to theFec

terms. However, this is not necessarily the case in the pre
scenario. In fact, theFec terms provide the quartic term

h̄e
2uL̃1Hdu2 ~6!

with
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j
u~he!1 j u2. ~7!

The effective coupling is estimated as

h̄e.
me1sinu12mm

^Hd&
;H 1025 ~u12&1022!,

1023 ~u12;1!,
~8!

whereu12 represents thene-nm mixing, and the effect of the
ne-nt mixing is assumed to be small enough. As explained
Sec. III, while this quartic term is safely small during th
inflation with h̄e;1025–1023, it in turn provides the driving
force for the scalar fields to oscillate with rotating phases
some epoch after the inflation. This is one of the essen
points in the present scenario for the flat manifold leptog
esis.

According to the above arguments, the flat manifold
specified by theD-flat condition for the SU(2)L3U(1)Y
gauge interactions,

uñ1u22uHu
0u21uHd

0u250, ~9!

and the other fields are vanishing. Henceforth, we adopt
simplicity the notationL̃[ñ1 , Hu[Hu

0 , andHd[Hd
0 , sup-

pressing the lepton generation indices. Including the con
butions of Wnon, this manifold is flat enough for both th
L̃Hu and HuHd directions in the case thatlŁ and lH are
comparable,

0.3&lŁ /lH&3, ~10!

as observed in Ref.@6#.

III. FLAT MANIFOLD LEPTOGENESIS

We here describe the mechanism of leptogenesis on
flat manifold consisting of the scalar fieldsL̃,Hu ,Hd , say
AD-flatons. ~The scalar fields associated with the flat pote
tial are intrinsic in supersymmetric models, which are nam
flatons @9#. Here, we consider such fields as participants
leptogenesis/baryogenesis in the manner of Affleck a
Dine.! The scalar potential for the AD-flatonsfa

5L̃,Hu ,Hd may be presented as

V5Vhigh1h̄e
2uL̃Hdu21Vlow . ~11!

These three parts become dominant in the high, middle,
low energy scales, respectively. The evolution of the A
flaton fields is traced in the corresponding epochs star
with the inflation. The high-energy part is provided from th
superpotentialWnon with the mass scaleM and the corre-
sponding soft supersymmetry breaking with the Hubble
rameterH:
6-2
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Vhigh52(
a

caH2ufau21UlŁ

L̃~ L̃Hu!

M
1lH

Hd~HuHd!

M
U2

1UlH

Hu~HuHd!

M U2

1UlŁ

Hu~ L̃Hu!

M
U2

1F lŁ

2M
aŁH~ L̃Hu!~ L̃Hu!1H.c.G

1F lH

2M
aHH~HuHd!~HuHd!1H.c.G

1~g21g82!~ uL̃u22uHuu21uHdu2!2. ~12!

The last term with the gauge couplingsg and g8 of the
SU(2)L and U(1)Y , respectively, is also included here
realize theD-flat condition~9! for the very largeuL̃u, uHuu,
and uHdu. The low-energy partVlow includes the remaining
terms, which are related to the parametersm3/2,umu
;103 GeV. It will be clarified in the following that the quar
tic term h̄e

2uL̃Hdu2 plays a crucial role to complete the fla
manifold leptogenesis. On the other hand, the low-ene
partVlow is actually irrelevant for the leptogenesis. This is
salient contrast to the conventional flat direction Afflec
Dine mechanism. In this section we do not either consi
explicitly the thermal terms@4,5,7#. It will be seen in Secs
IV and V that the thermal terms do not alter essentially
present scenario of flat manifold leptogenesis. They m
even play a cooperative role for leptogenesis.

A. HÄH inf

During the inflation the Hubble parameter takes almos
constant valueH inf , which is typically 1014 GeV or so. In
this epoch, the AD-flaton fields quickly settle into one of t
minima of the scalar potential~11! with H5H inf . The po-
tential minima is almost determined by the high-energy p
Vhigh as

fa
(0)5eiua

(0)
r a

(0)AH inf~M /l!, ~13!

with l representing the mean value oflŁ andlH . The gen-
eration of these nontrivial minima~13! with r a

(0);0.1–1 far
apart from the origin on the multidimensional flat manifo
depends rather complicatedly on the parametersca , lŁ , lH ,
aŁ , andaH @6#. As usually considered, at least one ofca’s
should be positive so that the origin stays unstable in
inflation epoch. It is also essential for the flat manifold fo
mation thatlŁ andlH are comparable, as given in Eq.~10!.
Otherwise, the potential minima would be developed alo
either theL̃Hu direction or theHuHd direction.

By comparing Vhigh;H inf
3 (M /l) and h̄e

2uL̃Hdu2

;h̄e
2H inf

2 (M /l)2, the following condition is expected to b

satisfied for the flatness of theL̃-Hu-Hd manifold during the
inflation:

H inf.Hosc[h̄e
2~M /l!. ~14!
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The critical valueHoscof the Hubble parameter for which th
h̄e quartic term becomes comparable toVhigh may be esti-
mated in terms ofmn1

with Eqs.~3! and ~8!:

Hosc;109 GeVS h̄e

1025D 2S 1026 eV

mn1
D . ~15!

Hence condition~14! can be satisfied readily sinceH inf is
typically 1014 GeV or so. Here, it may be noticed that ifh̄e
;1023 with largene-nm mixing, Hosc could be comparable
to H inf . Remarkably, even in such an extreme case w
Hosc;H inf the successful leptogenesis can be realized,
confirmed by the numerical calculations in Sec. V.

B. H oscËHËH inf

After the inflation the inflaton oscillates coherently and
dominates the energy density of the universe. In this ep
with H.Hosc, the high-energy partVhigh is still dominant,
and the evolution of the AD-flaton fields is essentially t
same as in the case of the model with triplet Higgs@6#. We
recapitulate the main results with suitable changes of n
tion, showing especially the fluctuating behavior of the le
ton number asymmetry after the inflation.

The AD-flaton fields are moving toward the origin wit
the initial conditions att5t0;H inf

21 after the inflation,

fa~ t0!5fa
(0) , ḟa~ t0!50. ~16!

The evolution of the AD-flaton fields is governed by th
equations of motion,

f̈a13Hḟa1
]V

]fa*
50. ~17!

The Hubble parameter varies in time asH5(2/3)t21 in the
matter-dominated universe. The AD-flaton fields may be r
resented suitably in terms of the dimensionless fieldsxa @2#
as

fa5xaAH~M /l![eiuar aAH~M /l!. ~18!

Then, the equations of motion~17! are rewritten withz
5 ln(t/t0) as

d2xa

dz2
1

]U

]xa*
50, ~19!

and the initial conditions from Eq.~16! are given as

xa~0!5eiua
(0)

r a
(0) ,

dxa

dz
~0!5

1

2
xa~0!. ~20!

It should be noticed in Eq.~19! that the first-orderz deriva-
tive is absent due to the parametrization offa in Eq. ~18!.
The dimensionless effective potential is given dominantly
6-3
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U~xa!.
4

9H3~M /l!
Vhigh2

1

4
uxau21

4

9
~Hosc/H !ux L̃xHd

u2.

~21!

The second term is due to the time variation of the fac
AH(M /l) in Eq. ~18!, which apparently provides the chang
of the mass terms inU(xa),

ca→ca1
9

16
. ~22!

The third contribution from theh̄e quartic term is small
enough in this epoch withH.Hosc, while it will in turn play
a crucial role in the next epoch. The low-energy partVlow is
clearly negligible forHosc@m3/2,umu.

The behavior of the AD-flaton phasesua is described in
this epoch as follows. The initial conditions att5t0 (z50)
are given from Eq.~20! as

ua~0!5ua
(0) ,

dua

dz
~0!50. ~23!

On the other hand, the asymptotic trajectory of the AD-fla
fields is found by the conditions]U/]xa* 50 in this epoch

with the small enoughh̄e quartic term as

ua5ua
(1) . ~24!

It is remarkable in the multidimensional motion of the AD
flaton fields withlŁ;lH that the direction of this trajectory
is somewhat different from the initial direction, i.e.,

ua
(1)Þua

(0) . ~25!

This is because the apparent change of the mass terms i
~22! due to the redshift induces the new balance among
lŁ-lH cross term,aŁ term, andaH term, in U(xa), which
have different dependences onua . @If the fine-tuning is made
as arg(aŁ)2arg(aH)5p mod 2p, the initial balance is
maintained independently ofuxau so as to realizeua

(0)

5ua
(1) .# Without thedxa /dz ~friction! term in Eq.~19!, the

AD-flaton phasesua slowly fluctuate aroundua
(1) starting

from ua
(0) as a function ofz5 ln(t/t0) in the epochH inf

21;t0

<t,Hosc
21 . That is, in the motion on the multidimension

flat manifold the AD-flaton fields no longer track exact
behind the decreasing instantaneous minimum of the sc
potential. This is in salient contrast to the convention
Affleck-Dine mechanism on the one-dimensional flat dire
tion, where the AD-flaton phase is fixed for a long time un
the low-energy supersymmetry breaking terms become
portant.

In this way, through this fluctuating motion of the~al-
most! homogeneous coherent AD-flaton fieldsfa(t), the par-
ticle number asymmetries are generated soon after the i
tion as

Dna[na2n̄a5 i ~fa* ḟa2ḟa* fa!. ~26!
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The fractions of the respective asymmetries are also ca
lated by considering the redshift in the matter-dominated u
verse as

ea~ t ![Dna/@~3/2!H2~M /l!#522r a
2 dua

dz
. ~27!

The lepton number asymmetry is particularly given as theL̃
asymmetry,

eL~ t !5e L̃~ t !. ~28!

Since the AD-flaton phases are fluctuating in this early
och, as mentioned so far, the lepton number asymmetr
oscillating in time as ueL(t)u;udua /dzu&uua

(0)2ua
(1)u

;0.01–0.1 (r a;0.1–1) numerically for the reasonable p
rameter values.

C. m3Õ2™H›H osc

The high-energy potential terms and theh̄e quartic term
are redshifted forH*Hosc after the inflation as

Vhigh;H3~M /l!, ~29!

h̄e
2uL̃Hdu2;h̄e

2H2~M /l!2, ~30!

with ufau;AH(M /l) in Eq. ~18!. Then, theh̄e quartic term
eventually dominates in the present epoch withH&Hosc,
playing the crucial role for the flat manifold leptogenes
Specifically, this quartic term acts in some sense as pos
mass-squared terms for theL̃ andHd fields, driving the AD-
flaton fields to oscillate. Once the oscillation begins, the l
ton number asymmetry is fixed to some nonzero value a

eL~ t !5eL ~ t@Hosc
21!. ~31!

This asymptotic behavior ofeL(t) in the later time is in
accordance with the fact that the lepton number violat
terms inVhigh are redshifted rapidly to be much smaller th
the lepton number conserving terms including theh̄e quartic
term. ~See Sec. V for the numerical results.! It is also obvi-
ous that forH@m3/2,umu the low-energy partVlow still pro-
vides negligible effects in this epoch of leptogenesis.

The coherent oscillation of the inflaton field dominates t
energy density of the universe until the decay of inflatons
completed at the timetR (@Hosc

21). Then, the universe is
reheated to the temperatureTR . Until this time the lepton
number asymmetry is redshifted as matter, which is given
t5tR (H5HR) with Eqs.~27!, ~28!, and~31! as

nL~ tR!5eL~3/2!HR
2~M /l!. ~32!

Then, the lepton-to-entropy ratio after the reheating is de
mined withs.3HR

2MP
2/TR as
6-4
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nL

s
.eL

~M /l!TR

2MP
2

;10210S eL

0.1D S 1026 eV

mn1
D S TR

109 GeV
D ,

~33!

whereMP5mP/A8p52.431018 GeV is the reduced Planc
mass, and the relation~3! betweenM /l andmn1

is consid-
ered. This lepton number asymmetry is converted partially
the baryon number asymmetry through the electrow
anomalous effect. The chemical equilibrium between lept
and baryons leads the rationB52(8/23)nL ~without any
preexisting baryon number asymmetry! @10#. Therefore the
sufficient baryon-to-entropy ratio can be provided as
quired from the nucleosynthesis withh5(2.6–6.2)310210

@11#.
It should be noted here that the reheating temperature

be constrained asTR&108–1010 GeV, or even more se
verely, form3/2;1 TeV to avoid the gravitino problem@12–
14#. Hence the desired mass of the lightest neutrino is v
small generally asmn1

&1026 eV. It will, however, be found
in Sec. V that there is some range of the model parame
for the successful leptogenesis with relatively largemn1

;1024 eV, if the reheating temperature is allowed to
TR;1010 GeV for m3/2;several TeV with a small hadroni
branching ratio of gravitino decayBh;0.01 @13#. Then, the
prediction for the neutrinoless double beta decay with v
small mn1

@5# could be evaded in the case ofL̃-Hu-Hd flat
manifold leptogenesis.

IV. THERMAL EFFECTS

We now discuss that the thermal terms for the scalar
tential @4,5,7# do not alter essentially the present scenario
flat manifold leptogenesis. Before the reheating after in
tion is completed, there is already a dilute plasma of
inflaton decay products with temperature

Tp;~TR
2HMP!1/4. ~34!

Then, the AD-flatons acquire the thermal mass terms in
plasma,

Vth15cth y2Tp
2ufau2~yufau,Tp!, ~35!

wherey is the relevant coupling constant, andcth is the posi-
tive constant, e.g.,cth53/4 for a quark superfield. One ca
readily estimate the Hubble parameterH th1 when the thermal
mass terms begin to dominate over the Hubble induced m
terms:

H th1;minF TR
2MP

y4~M /l!2
,~y4TR

2MP!1/3G . ~36!

The thermal log terms are also given mainly through
modification of the SU(3)C gauge coupling as
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Vth25athas
2~T!T p

4ln ~ ufau2/Tp
2! ~37!

with ath;1 depending on the particle contents. The Hub
parameterH th2 for the thermal log terms to be comparable
the Hubble induced mass terms is also estimated withufau
;AH(M /l) as

H th2;as@TR
2MP/~M /l!#1/2. ~38!

Then, the thermal effects become important for the Hub
parameter

H th;max@H th1,H th2#. ~39!

It really takes the maximal value as

H th
max;H th2 /as

;53108 GeVS TR

109 GeV
D S mn1

1026 eV
D 1/2

~40!

with a certain value of the relevant coupling,

y;331023S TR

109 GeV
D 1/4S mn1

1026 eV
D 3/8

, ~41!

where Eq.~3! is considered formn1
and M /l. It is readily

seen thatHosc.H th for a wide range of the model param
eters. Then, the leptogenesis is completed dominantly by
h̄e quartic term. On the other hand, one may obtainH th

*Hosc for a certain model parameter range withh̄e;1025,
(M /l)&1018 GeV andTR*109 GeV. Then, the oscillation
of AD-flaton fields is driven by the thermal terms rather th
the h̄e quartic term. In any case, the lepton number asymm
try fluctuating after the inflation is fixed to some significa
nonzero value in the early epoch withH@m3/2. The thermal
terms do not severely suppress the lepton number genera
but even play a cooperative role in the flat manifold leptog
nesis.

V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

We here present the results of detailed numerical calc
tions for the flat manifold leptogenesis. The characteris
features in the multidimensional motion of the AD-flato
fields are confirmed, and the reasonable range of the m
parameters is identified for the sufficient leptogenesis.

The values of the various model parameters are take
the following range:

M51017 GeV, H inf51014 GeV,

t05~2/3!H inf
21, h̄e5102521023,

TR5105 GeV–1010 GeV,

lŁ ,lH50.1l210l, l5102321,

uaŁu,uaHu,ca50 –2,
6-5
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TABLE I. Typical cases for the flat manifold leptogenesis, whereM51017 GeV andH inf51014 GeV are

taken for definiteness. The indexa denotes the AD flatons asfa5L̃,Hu ,Hd in order.

Case~1! Case~2! Case~3!

h̄e
331025 1023 1023

(tanb,u12) (10.2,0) (2.1,p/4) (2.1,p/4)
(M /l,TR) (1019 GeV,109 GeV) (1020 GeV,108 GeV) (1018 GeV,1010 GeV)
(Hosc,H th

max) (93109 GeV,53108 GeV) (1014 GeV,107 GeV) (1012 GeV,1010 GeV)
(lŁ ,lH) (1.031022,1.531022) (1.531023,0.531023) (4.031021,1.031021)
(aŁ ,aH) (1.0ei (1/4)p,1.0ei (1/2)p) (1.5e2 i (1/3)p,0.5e2 ip) (2.0ei (1/3)p,0.4eip)
ca (1.5,1.0,0.5) (1.0,1.0,1.0) (2.0,2.0,0.5)

S ra
(0)

u a
(0)D S0.738 0.753 0.148

1.208 0 3.108D S 0.397 0.954 0.868

21.170 0 0.237D S 0.313 0.640 0.558

22.040 0 2.783D
S r a

(1)

u a
(1)D S 0.775 0.823 0.277

1.236 0.039 3.101D S 0.392 1.047 0.971

21.188 20.007 0.226D S 0.282 0.711 0.654

22.019 0.005 2.819D
mn1

3.031026 eV 3.731027 eV 1.031024 eV
(eL ,nL /s) (20.24,22.1310210) (20.17,21.5310210) (20.11,21.0310210)
th
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and@0,2p# for the phases of coupling parameters. Here,
parameters relevant to the low-energy partVlow is not pre-
sented explicitly. It has been checked numerically that
effects ofVlow are negligible in the present scenario of fl
manifold leptogenesis. While the fixed value of the ma
scaleM in Wnon is presented for definiteness, the results
really obtained as a function ofM /l. The value of tanb is
determined in Eq.~8! for given h̄e with u12.0 ~smallne-nm
mixing! or u12.p/4 ~largene-nm mixing!.

By choosing randomly the model parameter values,
have first determined the initial values of the AD-flaton fiel
in Eq. ~16! just after the inflation.@The initial phase ofHu is
chosen asuHu

(0)50 without loss of generality by making

U(1)Y transformation.# Then, we have solved the equatio
of motion ~17! for a sufficiently long time interval fromt
5t0 (H5H inf) to t;108t0, evaluating the particle numbe
asymmetriesea(t) as functions of time.@In practice, we have
solved Eq. ~19! for xa with Eq. ~20! as functions ofz
5 ln(t/t0), since the time interval ranges over many orde
TheD-flat condition~9! is checked to be held within numer
cal errors.# The dominant contributions to the thermal term
Vth11Vth2 are also taken into account for the evolution of t
AD-flaton fields. The relevant parameters are taken for
thermal mass terms asy5mq /^Hd& andcth53/4 with theq
5d,s quarks,y5mc /^Hu& and cth53/4 with the c quark,
andy5mm /^Hd& andcth51/4 with the muon. These Yukaw
couplings may be close to the optimal value as given in
~41!, depending on tanb. As for the thermal log term,ath
59/8 is taken due to the decoupling of the top quark fro
the thermal plasma.

We have actually made calculations by taking hundred
the parameter sets. Some typical cases are listed in Tab
where the sufficient lepton number asymmetry is obtain
Cases~1! and ~2! correspond to the smallh̄e ~small ne-nm

mixing! and the largeh̄e ~largene-nm mixing!, respectively.
Although different values are taken forM /l andTR in cases
~1! and ~2!, the resultanteL has only moderate dependen
03500
e

e

s
e

e

.

e

.

f
I,

d.

on these parameters. It should be noticed here thatHosc

;H inf in case~2!. Then, theh̄e quartic term as well as the
high-energy partVhigh may be important to determine th
potential minimum in the inflation epoch. We have rea
confirmed that even in such an extreme case the multidim
sional motion of the AD fields can be realized producing t
significant lepton number asymmetry.

We have also searched the specific parameter range a
ing for somewhat highTR;1010 GeV, where the sufficient
lepton number asymmetry is obtained with relatively lar
mn1

;1024 eV for the lightest neutrino. A typical example i

presented as case~3! in Table I.
The time evolution of the AD-flaton fields has been det

mined precisely by these numerical calculations. In Fig.
the multidimensional motion of the AD-flaton fields is typ
cally depicted in terms of the dimensionless fieldsxa for
case~1! in Table I. In Fig. 2 is also shown the time variatio
of the particle number asymmetries, or the contributions
the hypercharge asymmetry,e L̃ ~bold line!, 2eHu

~slim line!,

andeHd
~dashed line!, which are evaluated with the solution

of xa . Here, we can check the hypercharge conserva
~within the numerical errors!, e L̃2eHu

1eHd
50. The lepton

number asymmetry is given just byeL5e L̃ . These asymme-
tries are really fluctuating after the inflation, and then fixed
certain values fort@Hosc

21 .
As for the thermal effects, we have observed that they

not essentially alter the present scenario of flat manifold l
togenesis. In a wide range of the model parameter space
thermal effects on the final lepton number asymmetryeL are
found to be small forHosc@H th , particularly with lower re-
heating temperatureTR&108 GeV. It should, however, be
noted that the lepton number asymmetry varies slowly w
z5 ln(t/t0), as seen in Fig. 2. Then, it actually takes a rath
long term ranging over some orders aroundt;Hosc

21 to com-
pletely fix the lepton number asymmetry by driving the AD
flaton oscillation. In such a situation, whenH th

max is smaller
6-6
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only by a few orders thanHosc, as seen for case~1! of Table
I, the thermal terms become dominant at the late stage
leptogenesis for driving the AD-flaton oscillation. In Fig.
the time variation of the lepton number asymmetryeL(t) is
shown for case~1! in Table I, where the solid and dashe

FIG. 1. The motions of the AD-flaton fields, the real part~hori-
zontal axis! and imaginary part~vertical axis!, are depicted in terms
of the dimensionless fieldsxa for case~1! in Table I.
03500
of

lines represent the results with and without the therm
terms, respectively. In this case, the thermal log term is c
sidered to provide the dominant effect. We really obse
here that the lepton number asymmetry is finally fixed by t
thermal terms, though theh̄e quartic term first triggers the
AD-flaton oscillation. The resultanteL is changed by some
factor ;1 due to the thermal effects. We may even ha
Hosc&H th

max for some cases with smallerh̄e;1025, M /l
&1018 GeV, and higherTR*109 GeV. Then, the AD-flaton
oscillation to complete the leptogenesis is driven mainly
the thermal terms rather than theh̄e quartic term. In any case
the thermal terms do not provide severe suppression,
may even play a cooperative role for the flat manifold lep
genesis.

The magnitudes of AD-flaton fields are found to be sca
roughly as

ufau}Ha(t). ~42!

In Fig. 4, this redshift is shown typically for case~1! of Table
I in terms of the dimensionless variablesr a(t)}Ha(t)21/2. It

FIG. 2. The time variation of particle number asymmetries
shown for case~1! in Table I.

FIG. 3. The time variation of the lepton number asymmetry
shown for case~1! in Table I, where the solid and dashed line
represent the results with and without the thermal terms, resp
tively.
6-7
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is observed up to some fluctuating behavior that the powe
redshifta(t) eventually changes as

a~ t !'5
1/2 ~ t,Hosc

21!,

2/3 ~Hosc
21&t,H th

21!,

7/8 ~H th
21&t,m3/2

21!,

1 ~ t*m3/2
21!.

~43!

We here find especially that in the late epochH th
21&t

,m3/2
21 the evolution of the AD-flatons is determined dom

nantly by the thermal terms, while the leptogenesis is alre
completed during the epochHosc

21&t&H th
21 . The redshift of

the AD-flaton fields changes finally toufau}H, when the
low-energy soft supersymmetry breaking mass terms bec
dominating.

In Fig. 5, the time variation of the scalar potential terms
also shown in terms of the dimensionless effective poten
U(xa) in Eq. ~21!, where the symbols indicate the respecti
terms as@c#: Hubble induced negative mass-squared term
@a#: Hubble inducedA terms,@F#: uFu2 terms fromWnon,

FIG. 4. The time variation of the AD-flaton field magnitudes
shown in terms ofr a for case~1! in Table I.

FIG. 5. The time variation of the scalar potential terms is sho
in terms ofU(x) for case~1! in Table I. The respective terms ar
indicated as@c#: Hubble induced negative mass-squared terms,@a#:

Hubble inducedA terms,@F#: uFu2 terms fromWnon, @ h̄e#: uL̃Hdu2

term, and@ th#: thermal terms.
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@ h̄e#: uL̃Hdu2 term, and@ th#: thermal terms. It is observed
that in the epoch withH.Hosc the@c#, @a#, and@F# terms in
Vhigh really dominate being scaled asH0 in terms of the
U(xa). Then, the@ h̄e# and even@ th# terms catch up to them
aroundH;Hosc. Soon after that, the@ th# term dominates
over the@ h̄e# and@c# terms, and the@a# and@F# terms includ-
ing the lepton number violation decrease rapidly, so that
lepton number asymmetry is fixed to some nonzero val
The D2 term is not shown here for simplicity. SinceD
5(g21g82)1/2(uL̃u22uHuu21uHdu2) is calculated by using
the solutions offa(t), it is very sensitive to the numerica
errors for the cancellation amongufau2 terms by several or-
ders. We have really checked that theD2 contribution is
smaller than 1023 in the unit ofU(xa), though it apparently
exhibits a violent oscillation within this small range. Th
oscillating behavior is regarded to be an artifact within t
intrinsic numerical errors due to the fine cancellation amo
the largeufau2 terms in calculating theD term. TheD2 term
is anyway small enough compared to the leading terms in
U(xa), and theD-flat condition~9! is maintained quite well
through the evolution of the AD-flaton fields.

It has been argued that the comparability oflŁ andlH is
essential for the flat manifold leptogenesis. In Fig. 6, t
resultant lepton number asymmetries are plotted depend
on the ratiolŁ /lH , where the relevant parameter values a
taken randomly. It is clearly seen that the flat manifold le
togenesis can be realized naturally under the flatness co
tion ~10!.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the flat manifold leptogenesis in
manner of Affleck and Dine with the slepton and Higg
fields,L̃,Hu ,Hd , in the supersymmetric standard model. T
multidimensional motion of these AD-flaton fields is indee
realized in the case that theL̃Hu and HuHd directions are
comparably flat with the relevant nonrenormalizable sup
potential terms. Soon after inflation, the lepton numb
asymmetry appears to fluctuate due to this multidimensio

n

FIG. 6. A scatter plot is presented for the resultant lepton nu
ber asymmetries depending on the ratiolŁ /lH , where the relevant
parameter values are taken randomly.
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motion involving certainCP violating phases. Then, the lep
ton number asymmetry is fixed to some significant nonz
value for the successful baryogenesis when the scalar fi
begin to oscillate with rotating phases driven by the qua
coupling from the superpotential termh̄eLHdec with h̄e
;1025–1023. The Hubble parameterHosc at this epoch for
the completion of leptogenesis is much larger than the g
itino massm3/2;103 GeV. The thermal terms do not alte
this scenario of flat manifold leptogenesis in the early epo
They may even play a cooperative role for leptogenesis.
lightest neutrino mass can bemn ;1024 eV if the reheating
1

v.

ev

ry
d

03500
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e

temperature is allowed to beTR;1010 GeV. Clearly, this flat
manifold leptogenesis is not restricted by the physics at
electroweak scale such as the low-energy supersymm
breaking terms.
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